
Read
“The Effects of Columbus’s Discovery” and “Spain and Portugal Divide
the World” (pp. 116, 117).

Study Exercises

Write letters from the map.

1. the only country in South America

settled by the Portuguese

2. original location of the Line of

Demarcation

3. second location of the Line of

Demarcation
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Write the letter of the correct answer.

4. Because the Indians didn’t keep detailed records,

a. we can’t know what caused many of their deaths.

b. no one knows how many died from European diseases.

c. they were unable to share any goods with the Europeans.

5. From the text, you can tell that demarcation means

a. a setting of boundaries.

b. a making of peace between disagreeing parties.

6. The European diseases spread rapidly in America because the

a. Indian groups lived close together and had a lot of contact with each other.

b. Indians had not been exposed to the diseases and had no immunity to them.

c. Europeans refused to treat the sick and dying Indians.

Number the events in the order they happened.

7. Cabral claimed Brazil for Portugal.

Columbus first landed in America.

The Pope established the Line of Demarcation.

Vasco da Gama reached India by sailing around Africa.

Follow the directions.

8. Europeans introduced many things to the New World.

Summarize each group of new introductions with one word.

a. measles, smallpox, diphtheria

b. wheat, bananas, coffee, rice

c. horses, cows, pigs, chickens

9. Write one word that could summarize the New World’s introductions to the Old World.

Answer the questions.

10. Life for both Europeans and Americans changed after 1492. Which of the two received the worst

of the change? Explain your answer.
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11. What was the Line of Demarcation?

Use the words to complete the sentences. Use one word twice.

12. During a period of history known as the of Exploration, Columbus discovered

America. Two of his ships were recently developed —light, narrow ships.

13. He his ships first to the West Indies, and on later trips explored the

coast of Venezuela and the (narrow strip of land) of Panama.

14. Columbus had estimated the of the earth to be about

thousand miles shorter than it is.

15. The , who was the head of the Catholic church, gave the country of

control of the lands Columbus discovered.

16. When Columbus sailed from Spain, no European had seen the Ocean.

17. Columbus knew too much water was flowing from the River for the

land to be just a large .

18. Columbus made journeys. On his first journey, especially, he was looking for

. He also hoped to find to take home with him.

19. On later journeys Columbus searched for a water route to the ,

established the first permanent European (on the island of Hispaniola,)

and brought priests to convert the .

20. A is a settlement begun and ruled by people from one country in

another land.

age gold Japan colony Indians Indian Ocean

four Pope island isthmus Orinoco circumference

six Spain Pacific caravels navigated
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Read
“Around the World for Spain,” “Results of Magellan’s Voyage,”
and “The Search for Silver and Gold” (pp. 117-120).

Study Exercises

Complete this analogy.

1. Isthmus is to land as is to water.

Write a word from the text that the italicized words define.

2. Magellan called the South Sea the “peaceful” ocean.

3. Magellan and his men sailed through a narrow passage of water

between two bodies of land on their way around the world.

4. Many of Magellan’s men died of a disease caused by a lack of fresh

vegetables.

5. Many Spanish explorers were conquerors who captured Indian

villages and forced the natives into hard labor.

conquistador (kän k7så tß d$r¬) A Spanish word meaning “conqueror.”
strait (str6t) Narrow water passage between two bodies of land.

Pronounce these words to someone.
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Number these events in the order they happened.

6. Magellan died in battle in the Philippines.

Magellan waited out the southern winter.

Balboa became the first European to see the South Sea.

King Charles V of Spain sent Magellan west to find India.

Antonio Pigafetta realized he had lost a day at the end of the round-the-world voyage.

Tell what lesson Europeans learned from each of these details of Magellan’s voyage.

7. Magellan’s need to spend June, July, and August in Argentina.

8. The existence of and the great size of the Pacific Ocean.

9. That Magellan could sail west and arrive back at his starting point.

10. Pigafetta’s precise diary.

Do these exercises.

11. To us it seems like Balboa should have called the sea he found the West Sea because it lies west

of America. Explain why he called it the South Sea.

12. One explorer said he came to America to serve God and to get rich. Copy a sentence from the last

paragraph of this section that tells the result of the Europeans’ explorations in America.

13. Explain how the sentence you copied above proves that most of the explorers were not really

aiming to serve God.
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Write a letter from the map. Then write the name of the ocean, strait, or isthmus.

14. ocean Balboa called the South Sea and claimed for Spain

15. country crossed by Balboa; separates two oceans

16. strait named for Ferdinand Magellan

17. ocean named by Magellan for its peaceful waters
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Write true or false.

18. The Pope established the Line of Demarcation, dividing the right to settle

the new lands between Spain and Portugal.

19. The Indians were not affected by the European diseases.

20. Pedro Cabral claimed Brazil for Spain.

21. The lives of both Native Americans and Europeans were changed by the

discovery and exploration of America.

22. Demarcation is the act of setting boundaries.

23. Europeans brought a number of new foods but no new animals to America.

24. Europeans brought a number of new foods back from America to Europe.

Prepare for Quiz 1 by following this checklist:

�� Review the vocabulary words in this section.

�� Review the We Remember sections of the lessons.

�� Review the work you did in Lesson 4.

Tell your teacher when you are ready to take the quiz.

We Remember
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